Aleksandra Pojda de Pérez, M.A.

Seminar: Polish language course (level A1 without previous knowledge)

The language course is suitable for the students of all disciplines, especially for those who plan to spend a semester abroad in Poland.

NEW in the summer term 2022: The course can also be attended virtually by refugee students, PhD students and scientists from Ukraine, who were accepted at the EPICUR partner Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. As a result of the war, many Ukrainian students found their accommodation in Poznań. Most of them do not speak Polish, which makes it difficult for them to find their way under these new circumstances. The course is aimed at people who have no knowledge of Polish and need to acquire basic knowledge in order to be able to communicate in everyday situations. The lessons will focus on speaking and understanding.

The course will be taught by a native speaker instructor. The course is based on the communicative method and aims to teach students how to use Polish in typical everyday situations. After completing the course, students will be able to ask for directions, shop in a store, order a cab, ambulance, table or pizza on the phone, tell a doctor about their problems, and do necessary things in an office or bank. In addition, the students will learn about the specifics of Poland.

The textbook "Hurray! Po polsku 1". Learning materials will be provided. Registration is via HisInOne for Freiburg participants and via email: aleksandra.pojda@frs.uni-freiburg.de for international participants.

The Polish language course will be held in a hybrid format as a face-to-face seminar for the Freiburg participants, streamed live via zoom for the international participants, or online via zoom.

Thu: 12.00-13.30
Start: May 5th 2022
End: July 28th 2022
Room: 4450 KG IV or via zoom videoconference
Aleksandra Pojda de Pérez, M.A.

**Seminar: Polish language course (level A1/ A2)**

The language course is suitable for the students of all disciplines, especially for those who plan to spend a semester abroad in Poland.

**NEW in the summer term 2022:** The course can also be attended virtually by refugee students, PhD students and scientists from Ukraine, who were accepted at the EPICUR partner Adam Mickiewicz University in Poznań. As a result of the war, many Ukrainian students found their accommodation in Poznań. Most of them do not speak Polish, which makes it difficult for them to find their way under these new circumstances. The course is aimed at people who have a little knowledge of Polish (A1/ A2) and need to acquire basic knowledge in order to be able to communicate in everyday situations. The lessons will focus on speaking and understanding.

The course will be taught by a native speaker instructor. The course is based on the communicative method and aims to teach students how to use Polish in typical everyday situations. After completing the course, students will be able to ask for directions, shop in a store, order a cab, ambulance, table or pizza on the phone, tell a doctor about their problems, and do necessary things in an office or bank. In addition, the students will learn about the specifics of Poland.

The textbook "Hurray! Po polsku 1". Learning materials will be provided. Registration is via HisInOne for Freiburg participants and via email: aleksandra.pojda@frs.uni-freiburg.de for international participants.

**The Polish language course will be held in a hybrid format as a face-to-face seminar for the Freiburg participants, streamed live via zoom for the international participants, or online via zoom.**

**Thu: 12.00-13.30 Room: 4450 KG IV or via zoom videoconference**

**Start: May 5th 2022**

**End: July 28th 2022**